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A criterion is proved for a graph of size K, or less to possess a perfect matching. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a graph of size K1 or less to possess a perfect matching. Since the first 
writing of this paper a generalization of its main result was proved for 
graphs of general cardinality [2]. But the K1 case appears to be special, in 
that the proof of the theorem is much easier (and almost entirely different) 
than in the general case. So, I thought it worthwhile to write separately the 
result and proof for this case. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
All graphs in this paper are undirected. For sets A and B we write A X B 
for the set of unordered pairs {{a, b} : a E A, b E B}. If the vertex set of a 
graph H is X and its edge set is F we write H = (X, F) and also X = Y(H), 
F = E(H). If no explicit mention of the graph we are considering is made, it 
is to be understood that the graph is G = (V, E). If S is a subset of V then 
G[S] denotes the graph (S, E n (S x S)) and G - S denotes G[ V/S]. 
Iff is a function and A c domf we shall writef[A] = {f(a) : a E A }. An 
enumeration of a set A is a bijection from ]A I= {a : a < ]A I} onto A. 
Sometimes, however, we shall use indexed enumerations, e.g., (a, : a < ]A I) 
for an enumeration of A. 
If F is a subset of E, A a subset of V and u an element of I’, then F(a) 
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denotes {b E V: (a, b) E F), F[A] denotes U {J’(a): a E A }, and F(a) denotes 
the element of F(a) if IF(a)1 = 1. The restriction of F to A, FrA, is defined 
as Fn (A X V). The support of F, s(F), is defined as F[ V]. A subset F of E 
is a matching if IF(a)/ < 1 for every a E V and a matching F is perfect if 
s(F) = K If G has a perfect matching it is said to be matchable. If F is a 
matching and S c V then F is said to be a matching of S if F c S x V and 
s(F) I S. A subset S of V is matchable if s(F) EJ S for some matching F; it is 
tight if its is matchable and s(F) = S for every matching F of S. A subset C 
of V is compressed if C = T U {z} for some tight subset T of V and a vertex 
z E v\T such that E(z) c T. We then write C = c(z, 7’). If G contains a 
compressed set it is said to be l-obstructed. 
Steffens [3 ] showed that a countable graph is matchable if and only if it is 
not l-obstructed. In [l] this was strengthened to 
LEMMA 1 [ 1, Theorem 21. If G is not l-obstructed and G - A is 
matchable for some countable subset A of V then G is matchable. 
Another result from [l] which will be needed is 
LEMMA 2 [l,Theorem 11. If G is not l-obstructed and x E V then 
G - {x, y} is not l-obstructed for some y E E(x). 
III. PERFECT MATCHINGS IN GRAPHS OF SIZE <EC, 
Henceforth we shall adopt the convention that if a sequence of subsets of 
V is denoted by a barred letter, its elements are denoted by the unbarred 
indexed letter. Given a cardinal K, a K-tower in G is a nondescending 
continuous sequence S of length K of subsets of V, such that S, = 0. The 
ladder Z(S) of ,.? is the sequence L of length K such that L, = S, + I\S, for 
each a ( K. An K,-tower S in G is called an EC,-fortress if, denoting 
L= I(S), for each a < EC, there holds either (1) L, is compressed in G - S,, 
or (2) /La] = 1. We denote then by Q(s) the set {a < Ki : case (1) holds at 
a}, When an K,-fortress S is given, it will be understood that for any 
a E Q(S) there are chosen a fixed tight subset T, = T,(S) of v\S, and a 
fixed element z, = z,(S) of (v\S,)\T, such that L, = c(z,, T,), and a fixed 
matching I, of T, (all terms taken in G - S, .) For every P_< K, we shall 
write: to(S) =-u (T, . * a E Q(S) and a < j?},-r,(S) =-SB\to(_S) and G(g) = 
[jjZa: a E-@(S) and a <_P,. We let t(S) = &(S), r_(S) = ru,(S) and 
i(S) = iK,(S). An Hi-tower S in G is called obstructive if S is an EC,-fortress 
and Q(S) is stationary. If there exists an obstructive EC,-tower in G then G is 
said to be K,-obstructed. 
The main result of this paper is 
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THEOREM 1. If j VI < pCI then G is matchable tf and only if it is not l- 
obstructed or K,-obstructed. 
Proof. Clearly, if G is l-obstructed then it is unmatchable. The 
(relatively simple) proof that if G is $J,-obstructed then it is unmatchable is 
contained in the proof of the more general theorem, in [2], and is therefore 
omitted. The main step in proving the converse is 
LEMMA 3. If G is not I-obstructed, R is an K,-fortress in G such that 
UR= V and z is a closed unbounded subset of K, then there exist an 
element c > 0 of E and a matching J such that s(J) = R,. 
Proof of Lemma 3.’ 
Let F = i(R). For each vertex zi E V define c(v) = min {r E E: v E R,]. Let 
f be a fixed bijection from o x o onto o. We choose inductively elements uk 
and y, of V, countable subsets A, and B, of V (where A,#0) and 
surjections h, mapping w onto A,, for each k < w. 
Choose any element x of r(R) and set A,, = {x}, B, = 0. Let h,,(n) =x for 
all n < cc). Assume now that k > 0 and that A,, B,, and h, are defined, as 
well as zq, yi, Ai, Bi, and hi for every i < k. We assume (a fact to be proved 
inductively) that G; = G - B, is not l-obstructed. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. A, c B,. In this case we terminate the process of definition. 
Case 2. A, d B,. Let then m be the least integer j such that hk(j) 65 B, 
and put uk = h,(m). By Lemma 2 there exists a vertex y, E E(u,)\B, such 
that GA - ( uk, yk) is not l-obstructed. We define 
B kt~=Bku{Uk,Yk);~k=suPS[Bkt~lr 
A k+l =AkuBk+, ” r&f) ” F(Y,). 
(1) 
We also choose h,,, to be any map from w onto Ak+ 1 so that 
hk+ I(f (hj)) = hi(j) whenever i, j, f (i, j) < k. (2) 
If Case 1 holds for some k = k, < w then k, > 0 and we define A = Ako, 
c = &- i and I= ((uk, yk) : k < k,}. If Case 1 holds for no k < co we define: 
A=U{A,:k<w}, <=sup{[,:k<o} and I={(u,,y,):k<w}. In either 
case we define F’ = F r RI and J = Z U (F’ r (V\s(Z))). Since < E E, in order 
to complete the proof we need to show that J is a matching and s(J) = R,. 
This will follow if we prove that 
s(l) 2 r,(E), (3) 
F’ [s(I)] c s(I). (4) 
I I am indebted to E. C. Milner for helping simplify this proof. 
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First we prove (3). If Case 1 holds for some k, then, by (1), 
r,(R) = ~~k,~j@~ c Ako c_Bk, = s(Z). Suppose that Case 2 holds for every 
k < w. By (l), A =) r,(R) and so it will be enough to show that A = s(Z). 
Clearly A 1 u {B,: k < w} = s(Z). Suppose, if possible, that there is some 
a E A\s(Z). We can assume that a = h,(Z) for some k, I < w, and that 
f(k, Z) = n is the minimal f(i,j) such that hi(j) E A\s(Z). Thus, if f(i,j) < n 
then h,(j) E s(Z). It follows that there exists an integer p > k, Z, n such that 
hi(j) E B, whenever i, j <p and f(ij) < n. By (2), therefore, h,(O), h,(l),..., 
h,(n - 1) E B, and h,(n) = h,(Z) & B,. Therefore uk = a E B,, 1 c s(Z), 
which is a contradiction. 
Finally we prove (4). Let u be an element of s(Z) n s(F’). Since s(Z) = A 
and u E s(F) (which implies Y + x) there is an integer k > 0 so that 
o E A,\A,- i. Therefore, by (l), either u E rlkm,(i?) or v E I;(yk-,) or v =yk. 
The first of these cases is impossible, since v E s(F). If u E F(y,- 1) then 
I;‘(v)=F(v)=y,_,Es(Z).Ifu=y,then,by(l)again,F’(u)cA,+,cA= 
s(Z)* 
We now return to the proof of the theorem. Assume that G is not I- 
obstructed or EC,-obstructed. Let {v a : a < / VI} be an enumeration of V. We 
construct an EC,-tower S by defining inductively the rungs L, of its ladder E. 
Suppose that a < K1 is such that L, is defined for every /? < a (so that 
S, = U {L,: p < a} is defined.) Consider three cases: 
(1) S, # V and G - S, is l-obstructed; let then L, be any 
compressed set in G - S,. 
(2) S, # V and G - S, is not l-obstructed; let y be the first ordinal 
such that v,@ S, and let L, = iv,). 
(3) S,= V; let L,=0. 
If case (3) holds for some a < Ki then T = t(S) = t,(S) is matchable and 
1 V\TI = Ia I < EC,,. Since G is not l-obstructed it follows by Lemma 1 that G 
is matchable. Thus we may assume that case (3) holds for no a < Hi. This 
implies that S is an K,-fortress. Let @, = a(S), Qz = Ec,\@i. Since G is not 
EC,-obstructed, S is not obstructive, and hence @, is not stationary. This 
implies that I Qz I= K,, and hence u S= V. Let 0 be a closed unbounded 
subset of K1 such that 0 n @, = 0. 
We now construct an ascending continuous sequence (ei : i < K1} of 
elements of 0 and matchings F, as follows. Let 8, = 0 (since G is not l- 
obstructed 0 E @,, and hence we may assume that 0 E 0.) Assume now that 
Bi is defined for some i ( K,. Define an EC,-tower i? by R, = Soifn\Soi for 
every a 2 0, and let % = {c: ei + < E O}. Clearly R is an K,-fortress in 
G-Soi and E is closed and unbounded. Hence by Lemma 8 there exists 
l> 0 and a matching J such that s(J) = R *. Letting ei + i = oi + c and Fi = .Z 
we have s(F,) = SBi+,\SBi. For i a limit ordinal we define ei = sup{ei: j < i). 
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Since 0 is closed and unbounded, u (s(F!): i < N,) = Y, and hence 
F = IJ ( Fi : i < Efi) is a matching of G. 
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